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PureB2B specializes in performance based marketing solutions that 
accelerate the B2B sales process by leveraging intent among B2B 

decision makers.

With several innovative approaches across lead generation, 
account-based marketing, research and content, and data, PureB2B 
provides flexible, full funnel, and scalable solutions for marketers 

across several vertical markets.

Today, we continue to grow and perform, placing on the Inc. 5000 
list for fastest growing companies for the past four years. 

We’ve also been recognized by the Boston Business Journal, 
landing on their Fast 50 list for two years running. 

http://www.pureb2b.com
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The PureB2B Difference
PureB2B provides an opportunity to identify and engage with buyers across multiple departments in 
one place. Our audience spans five key buyer personas, allowing our clients to reach decision makers 

and influencers across all buying personas in their target organizations. 

Our five key business personas are:

IT FinanceSales/Marketing HRBusiness

This pinpoint targeting has 
allowed us to increase lead 

delivery volume by:

33%
What’s more, focusing on data 
quality and intent has pushed 

conversion rates up to:

80%

We pride ourselves on pulling ahead of the rest of the industry 
through our unique analysis of activity-based intent.

By identifying our most active users based on content consumption, we are able to hyper focus on 
our most engaged audience allowing us to consistently drive up our volumes and conversion rates.

http://www.pureb2b.com
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GuidesFor Network
A series of topically based websites arranged by specific technologies that:

Provides content specifically to meet in-market buyer information needs

Helps sponsors identify sales leads that are in-market for their solutions

Improves a sponsor's ability to determine true sales opportunities

Accelerates the sales process

Improves ROI on intent marketing investments

Each site is laser-focused on a specific technology, 
and content is optimized for an in-market audience -- 
people who are actively researching products to buy. 

This provides your brand with a powerful thought-leadership 
opportunity to own the topic and endemic sponsorship 
opportunities. Sites are built around any subject, which provides 
a platform for clear intent marketing opportunities and insights.

Learn more about our network sites in action.
These sites allow brands to connect with and engage with highly targeted buyers at multiple touch 

points that span the entire buying process from the top of the funnel to the bottom.
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Content Syndication
We guarantee predictable lead volumes, so you can plan your budgets and lead flow throughout your planning 

cycles. Your content is hosted across our topical network of sites, where we used a mix media method to 
drive engagement with your content across our targeted audience of 30 million B2B decision makers. 

Top-of-Funnel Demand Generation
We know that leads are the lifeblood of the modern sales organization. That’s why we’re committed to 
bringing a steady infusion of high-conversion leads to you. These initial leads are incredibly important 

in this process because they engage with your target buyer at the beginning of the buying process. 
What’s more, content created for the top-of-the-funnel establishes your brand as a thought leader in 

your industry, and this positioning attracts even more leads.

of B2B buyers will buy from 
one of the first three(3) 

vendors they engage with. 

70%
B2B decision makers are 65% 

through the buying funnel 
before they engage with sales. 

65%
There are an average of 5.4 

influencers involved in the B2B 
buying process. 

5.4
Leveraging our Data Warehouse, we are able to identify content consumption trends across 
our audience, identifying our most active users, increasing nurturing flow engagement and 

conversion rates.

http://www.pureb2b.com
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A Turn Key ABM Approach
Through our account-based marketing (ABM) approach, we take this dedication to brand 

evangelism even further. An ABM program allows you to build specifically targeted profiles that 
include such details as company size, location, and critical business challenges.

We then match that information against our audience to create a tailored program. 

Our ABM programs can be executed in two ways.

When creating your profile, you can create a 
targeted account from our intent-based 
database, or you can use your own list.

With our ABM services at your disposal, 
there is less waste and less risk, as marketing 
budgets are spent precisely on the accounts 
that have been identified as having the most 
revenue potential.

The first is that we take your 
ABM list and match it against 

our audience to create a program

The second is that we use intent to 
build custom ABM list of companies 

surging in your targeted space

http://www.pureb2b.com
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Bottom-of-the-Funnel Demand Generation
Driving leads that are further down the funnel is one of the biggest challenges for marketers. The 

current landscape forces buyers to sacrifice volume or quality to accomplish their goals. PureB2B’s 
custom bottom of the funnel offerings compliment your top of funnel lead strategy with tools to identify 

and engage with buyers further along in the buyer process. 

The pressure from sales to deliver “high quality” leads is growing, and there is gap in the current MQL 
solutions provided by vendors in the space. PureMQL is driven by our survey engine that allows you to 
not only tap into your target market, but also pre-qualify and identify MQL/SQL opportunities for your 

sales organization.

Using your specific audience targets, we’ll create a survey that dives deep into the market, identifying 
challenges, trends and adoption to fuel your team with scoring and intel to drive conversion rates up.  

Unlike current MQL programs, the lead intel from PureMQL isn’t forced or pushed, its collected 
organically by our telequalify team representing one of our 60 Guidesfor brands. 

MQL

http://www.pureb2b.com
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Branding & Content
Even in an age of oversaturation, content is still king. You may have mastered the art of creating killer 
content, but is anyone seeing it or engaging? We can ensure that your content gets seen by our active 

audience of 30 million decision makers. We do this in a few ways. 

To help you reach your content syndication and brand promotion goals, PureB2B offers Pure Email, a service 
designed to promote our your most pressing content. We capture rich data profiles of our audience through 
careful analysis of the millions of email newsletters we deliver and the content downloads recorded through 

our network of online buyer's guides each month.

This large-scale content consumption is what 
allows us to develop the highest quality list for our 
customers to target.

When engaging our email marketing products, 
you can choose your audiences by industry and by 
company size.

With this information in hand, we can promote 
social contests, brand videos, case studies and 
down funnel content to your desired audiences 
along with helping out with overall brand messaging 
including rebranding and other strategic goals. 

Target Audiences include:

IT FinanceMarketing HR C-LevelSMB

http://www.pureb2b.com
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Contact us today to see how we can help 
expand your business.

PureB2B is a data-driven marketing platform that offers lead generation and data services that accelerate the 

technology sales process by identifying intent among technology buyers. Founded in 2009, PureB2B helps marketers meet 

the ever-changing demands of B2B sales.

www.pureb2b.com PureB2B @ThinkPureB2B @ThinkPureB2B/ThinkPureB2B

Research-Driven Content Creation
Content is key to any business trying to drive lead generation. However, many companies don’t have time 
to create research-driven content for their target audience. That’s where we come in. Our content experts 
create custom survey bundles across your target buying audience. This process begins with an eight to 
ten question survey sent to over 150 respondents who we target according to buyer persona, job level, 

and company size. From this in-depth information, we create a four to six-page piece of content.

http://www.pureb2b.com
http://pureb2b.com/contact-us/
http://www.pureb2b.com
https://www.linkedin.com/company/pureb2b
https://twitter.com/ThinkPureB2B
https://www.instagram.com/thinkpureb2b
https://www.facebook.com/ThinkPureB2B/
http://www.pureb2b.com
https://www.instagram.com/thinkpureb2b
https://www.linkedin.com/company/pureb2b
https://twitter.com/ThinkPureB2B
https://www.facebook.com/ThinkPureB2B/

